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Beyond Text: Performances, Sounds,
Images, Objects
Beyond Text: Performances, Sounds, Images, Objects
is a £5.5 million strategic programme funded by the Arts and
Humanities Research Council which began in June 2007. Our work
will finish in the summer of 2012 and we are now almost half-way
through. The programme explores human communication,
particularly the intangible, momentary and ephemeral experiences
of performance, emotion, speech and sound, as well as our
responses to the visual and material world. We are interested in
the transmission of these experiences, both today and in the past,
and how they should be preserved for the future.
This is important because these experiences create strong links
across different generations, places and cultures, embedding a
shared understanding of our complex, inter-connected world. This
publication is a mid-point review, designed to tell you who we are,
what we have been doing and how our research will make, or is
already making, a difference to the many different communities with
whom we are working.
Who are we?
Beyond Text is run by the programme
director, Evelyn Welch, a Renaissance Art
historian with a special interest in material
culture, and by Ruth Hogarth, a former
BBC journalist with 20 years experience,
who acts as the programme co-ordinator.
They lead a team of 39 principal
investigators (PIs) who come from across
the United Kingdom and are drawn from
many academic disciplines including
Education, History, History of Art, Museum
Studies, English, Law, Performing Arts,
Linguistics, Film and TV Studies, Music
and Anthropology. There is also a large
body of PhD students including a very
energetic group who are running Beyond
Text training sessions which involve
conferences, creating on-line journals and
the construction of sound installations.
© HumanSect by Urban Angels Circus, Light Night, The Winter Gardens, Sheffield, 2006
Importantly, our programme reaches
outside as well as across universities. The programme has partnerships with over 70
institutions and groups including large national bodies like Tate, the BBC, the British
Library and the National Libraries of Scotland and small and medium enterprises such
as White Cube gallery in London, Urban Angels Circus in Leeds and the Nottingham
Playhouse. Our international links are impressive, with partners in more than 30
countries across the world.
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What are we doing?
We received over 400 applications for
funding between 2008 and 2010 and have
made 61 awards. There will be no more
funding allocations under this programme.
The researchers are now well underway
with their investigations, often in teams or
networks, and our workshops have
already finished. Our investigators hold
individual project events and come
together regularly to present individual
findings and problems to the broader
Beyond Text community. This has led to
very productive interdisciplinary overlaps,
contacts and connections. We have also
learned a great deal about the
opportunities and challenges of working
across traditional boundaries that we are
able to share with each other and the
wider community.

How will we make a difference?
While our research is exciting in its own right, our partnerships ensure that we have
both immediate and longer-term impacts on broader communities outside universities.
For example, we are advising institutions such as the British Library Sound archive on
their holdings of performance poetry and on children’s playground songs. Members of
the British Film Institute came to a project event to help inform their policy on collecting
TV station ‘idents’ and trailers in order to contextualise the original viewing experience.
Beyond Text scholars are helping the White Cube gallery understand its archives, the
Tate to explore the complexities of displaying New Media art in its future gallery plans,
and teachers to deliver programmes to support children’s emotional literacy.

© Fruit Juice by Urban Angels Circus, Reach for the Sky, Lakes Alive Festival, Barrow 2009

It has been a very exciting time for everyone involved in our research programme.
Amongst the many developments seen in Beyond Text thus far, lawyers have been
dancing in order to discover ways of going beyond the written text in legal ethics, and
researchers in English Literature and Museum Studies have been fixing eye-tracking
devices on subjects to investigate how we look at paintings and at poetry. Art
Historians are cataloguing medieval inscriptions across the Mediterranean,
Educationalists are considering the uses of social media within the museum, and
Anthropologists are debating digital repatriation of works of art to countries such as
Sierra Leone. We are looking at copyright from a range of legal and social perspectives
and at the ways in which artists want their works to either disappear and disintegrate
over time or to be shown in very particular types of settings without any change. This
spring, a new group of small grants started which will explore, amongst other things,
how visual material such as photographs and film can be used in war-crimes tribunals,
at the language employed in medieval maps and at how the memories of life on the
Liverpool docks or in the popular music industry can be preserved and transmitted to
future generations.

In other areas, our researchers are currently advising the Royal Commission of Ancient
and Historic Monuments of Scotland on its approach to user-generated content. They
are planning exhibitions in the UK, performances that explore children’s social wellbeing, websites that will be used in Sierra Leone’s National Museum and films that
detail how music is learned in different international family settings. Other projects are
working on Nintendo Wii prototypes that will allow children who cannot get out into
the playground to participate in games. We are providing useful information for music
festival managers on how their audience responds to ephemeral, theatrical events,
delving into the problems of creating a new writing system for Dinka speech and work
is just beginning on the thorny question of how, if and why, one should create
copyright protection for dancers and choreographers.

How can you find out more or get involved?
This is only a snapshot of our research and its impact. More information can be
found on our website, www.beyondtext.ac.uk. You can subscribe to our email list
at BEYONDTEXT@jisc.ac.uk or contact Ruth Hogarth on r.hogarth@qmul.ac.uk for
further details. We also have a dedicated YouTube site
http://www.youtube.com/user/BeyondText where you can watch our videos. We will
hold a final festival in March 2012 at King’s Place, London, which the public will be
able to attend.

Professor Evelyn Welch,
Beyond Text Programme Director

St Karapet Church, Noravank at Amaghu, Armenia (14th Century)
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Beyond Text Workshops

Beyond Text in Legal Education

These projects take place over a single year and are designed to
answer a set of key questions in a short period of time. Often highly
speculative and exploratory, they bring together different specialists
for concentrated work on specific problems. Many of the
workshops involved a mix of artists and academics who came
together to construct new practice-based methodological
approaches to long-standing problems in the Arts and Humanities.

People
Professor Zenon Bankowski, School of Law, University of Edinburgh (PI)
Dr Maksymilian Del Mar, Faculty of Social and Political Sciences,
University of Lausanne
Zoe Fothergill, Talbot Rice Gallery, Edinburgh
Alicja Rogalska, Artist, London
Keren Ben-Dor, Dance Artist, Romsey

All of the workshops have now finished, and together they have
resulted in new works of Welsh poetry, new compositions,
artworks and performances, educational programmes for legal
ethics, a film and a range of publications.
• Beyond Text in Legal Education
• Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Indigeneity and Performance
• Ephemeral Media

Activities and Outcomes
The project’s workshops have centred on the ways in which professional integrity in
the law can be developed outside the limits of a text-based education. They brought
together three artists with legal professionals, legal scholars and legal education policy
makers to explore the uses of art production in developing the capacity to see the
many ethical dimensions of a given situation. We used the Talbot Rice Gallery in
Edinburgh as a useful setting for exploring how to get lawyers to move away from
their reliance on written material.
The workshops are now over and they have been captured in a film which uses visual
means to make our aims and objectives clear. We will continue to present this material
to legal educators with the aim of developing a ‘tool-kit’ that will help develop more
effective and exciting ways of teaching law in its ethical dimension.

• Experimental workshops comparing the musical performance
of vernacular poetry in medieval Wales, Ireland and Scotland
• De-Placing Future Memory
• The Performance of Disability Histories:
Remembrance and Transmission

Photos by Alicja Rogalska
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Interdisciplinary Perspectives on
Indigeneity and Performance

Ephemeral Media

People
Professor Helen Gilbert, Department of Drama and Theatre,
Royal Holloway, University of London (PI)
Dr Ian Henderson, Menzies Centre for Australian Studies,
King’s College, University of London

People
Dr Paul Grainge, Institute of Film and Television Studies, University of Nottingham (PI)
Professor Roberta Pearson, Institute of Film and Television Studies,
University of Nottingham
Dr Jake Smith, Institute of Film and Television Studies, University of Nottingham
Dr Elizabeth Evans, Institute of Film and Television Studies, University of Nottingham
John-Paul Kelly, Institute of Film and Television Studies, University of Nottingham

Indigenous representatives at the opening ceremony of the Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympics

Activities and Outcomes
This project focused on performance by indigenous peoples in different parts of the
world, examining how oral and embodied practices are passed on within societies and
across different cultural groups. We held three interdisciplinary workshops that brought
together world-leading researchers from Britain and abroad to debate specific but
connected concepts in relation to indigeneity. Themes for the individual workshops
were ‘Mobility and Belonging’, ‘Orality and Transmission’, and ‘Heritage and Material
Culture’. The second of these events coincided with the Origins Festival of Indigenous
Performance (27 April - 7 May 2009), produced by Border Crossings Theatre and
involving Aboriginal and First Nations artists from Canada, the United States, Australia
and New Zealand. Our workshops are now over but our research continues through
Professor Gilbert’s new project, ‘Indigeneity in the Contemporary World’:
http://www.indigeneity.net/, funded by the European Research Council.

Activities and Outcomes
The ephemeral media workshop applied the broad concerns of the Beyond Text
programme to a particular feature of our accelerated media world - the proliferation
of the brief or ‘ephemeral’ texts that exist beyond and between the films, television
programmes and radio broadcasts more commonly isolated for analysis. We held
two separate 2-day seminars: (‘Internet Attractions: online video and user-generated
ephemera’ and ‘The Promotional Surround: logos, promos, idents, trailers’) in
association with the BBC, Red Bee Media, MIT and UCLA amongst others.
Together, the workshops advanced discussion about transitory screen culture as it
relates to questions of attention; it developed thinking about practices and strategies
used to capture, hold and manage attention in a fast-paced media environment, and
considered what attention has or should be given to particular (overlooked) media
forms in a critical and curatorial sense. The second workshop also helped illuminate
and refine perspectives on the place of short, informal or ephemeral texts within
curatorial policy at the British Film Institute, within educational data service provision at
EDINA, a JISC National Data Centre based at the University of Edinburgh, as well as in
media criticism more generally.

Insights drawn from the Beyond Text workshop discussions were made available via
public talks at the Origins Festival and a panel presentation at the 10th Biennial
European Association for the Study of Australia conference ('Dis/solutions: the future
of the past in Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific'), held at the Universitat de les
Illes Balears, 22-25 September 2009. Research inspired by discussions will be
published in a forthcoming special issue of Interventions: International Journal of
Postcolonial Studies, to be edited by Professor Gilbert.
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Experimental workshops comparing the musical performance
of vernacular poetry in medieval Wales, Ireland and Scotland
People
Dr Sally Harper, School of Music, University of Wales, Bangor (PI)
Professor Dafydd Johnston, University of Wales Centre for Advanced
Welsh and Celtic Studies

Edited text and translation reproduced by kind permission of the Centre for Advanced Welsh & Celtic
Studies, Aberystwyth
Guto’r Glyn: Marwnad Llywelyn ab y Moel (1440)

Guto’r Glyn: Elegy for Llywelyn ab y Moel (1440)

Mae arch yn Ystrad Marchell
Ym mynwent cwfent a’u cell,
Ac yn honno gan hannerch
A saith gelfyddyd y serch,
A chledd, dewredd dihareb,
A cherdd – yn iach ni chwardd neb –
Lle rhoed o waith llawer rhaw
Llywelyn, lle i wylaw,
Llin y Moel, nid llawen Môn,
Llyfr annerch llawforynion.
Dewin cerdd, diwan y cad,
Drych ac eurych i gariad.

In Strata Marcella there is a coffin
in the cemetery of a monastery and their
cells, and in it a hundred love greetings,
and the seven arts of love,
and a sword, proverbial valour,
and a poem – no one laughs joyfully –
where was layed by the work of hand and
spade Llywelyn, place to weep,
of the line of the Moel, unhappy is Anglesey,
master of love greetings to maidens.
He was a magician in song, mighty,
exemplary and a goldsmith of love.

Mawr yw anaf cerdd dafawd,
Mawr os gwir marw eos gwawd.
Tristach ydiw’r byd trostaw,
Tresbas drud tros Bowys draw.
Cwyn mawr acw yn y Main
A mwy uchod ym Mechain,
Benwyn hil, am na bai’n hen,
Eos eilwaith o Sulien.
Gweiddi maent am gywyddwr,
Gweddw yw’r gerdd am guddio’r gŵr;
Gweddw gwlad am gywyddau glwys
Gwedy bwa gwawd Bowys;
Gweddw yw serch, egwyddor sôn,
Gweddw yw Arwystl, gwŷdd irion.
Ni chyrch nac eos na chog
O Lwyn-onn i Lanwnnog.
Nid byw cariad taladwy,
Nid balch ceiliog mwyalch mwy.

Great is the injury to poetic art,
great if true the passing of the nightingale of song.
Sadder is the world because of him,
a cruel injustice has overtaken Powys yonder.
There is great mourning in Main
and more above in Mechain
because he was not old,
he of the stock of Penwyn and a second
nightingale descended from Sulien.
They are crying for a composer of cywyddau,
bereft is poetry because of the hero’s burial;
bereft is the land of fine cywyddau
after the death of the champion songster of
Powys. bereft is love, essence of talk,
bereft is Arwystli, green woodland.
Neither nightingale or cuckoo
courses from Llwyn-onn to Llanwnnog.
There is no worthy love,
no cock blackbird prides himself any more.

Clywed y mae merched Môn
Cloi derw am serch clod Euron,
A bwrw gordd berw ac urddas
Awen dan gelynnen las,
A thewi bronfraith Owain
Yn ŵr mud yn nerw a main,
A marw awdur Meredudd
(Marmor yn y côr a’i cudd),
A thorri canllaw awen,
Athro gwawd, a threio gwên.

Gareth Siôn, a member of Project 'Datgeiniaeth', declaiming Elegy for Llywelyn ab y Moel

Activities and Outcomes
These workshops focused on the early 'bardic' verse created by highly trained
craftsmen from medieval Wales, Scotland and Ireland; a true 'performance poetry'
conceived for declamation before an assembled audience. It has long been
acknowledged that the sophisticated verbal patterning and strict metrical organisation
of such verse was also enhanced by some form of simultaneous musical
accompaniment, where the poet may have declaimed to his own harp or lyre, or a
professional declaimer perhaps combined with an independent instrumentalist. Just
how the verse was 'sung' and how such accompaniment worked has nevertheless
fascinated and puzzled scholars for years, not least because the bards memorised
their material rather than writing it down on the page. This project held two events, one
in Scotland and one in Wales to explore that lost aural and oral dimension of bardic
poetry by drawing together poets, singers, players and scholars in a workshop setting.

Tym Morys, a member of Project 'Datgeiniaeth',
reciting Ode to St. David
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The main outcome of the two meetings is a series of 35 video clips grouped under the
umbrella title of 'Voicing the Verse / Y Gerdd ar Gân’ which can be viewed at:
http://www.beyondtext.ac.uk/video.shtml. All of the clips feature experimental (though
historically-informed) performances of poems from the three bardic regions and draw
on various forms of declamation and accompaniment.

Ail Iolo oedd Lywelyn,
Ail Ruffudd neu Ddafydd ynn.
Awdur cywyddau ydoedd,
Edn o nef i’r dynion oedd.
Naddai bob awenyddair
Fal mêl neu afalau Mair.
Pwy biau gwawd tafawd hardd,
Pab Rhufain, llyfr pob prifardd?
P’le cair ungair o’i angerdd,
P’le gwedda gwra i’r gerdd?
Aeth priawd cerdd dafawd hy
A’r awdurdod i’r derwdy.
Tad Riffri, ddifri ddofreth,
Ti a wnaeth wasanaeth Seth
A ddoeth i’w dad, rhaniad Rhên,
Ag olew’r tair gwialen.
Dugost dithau, doniau dyn,
Ail olew i Lywelyn.
Cafas yn nheml y cwfaint
Urddas Adda Fras a’i fraint,
Y gŵr y sydd yn gorwedd
Dan allor faenor a’i fedd.
Yntau naf yn ein ty ni
A gladdwyd rhwng arglwyddi.
Ei gorff ef aeth i’r crefydd,
Ancr i Fair yn y côr fydd,
Yr enaid i oreunef,
A chywydd newydd i nef.
Fy Nuw a fu’n ei wahodd
Yr ŵyl, a nef yw ei rodd!

The girls of Anglesey hear of
the closing of an oaken lid on the love
songster of Euron’s praises,
and of the placing of a tumultuous and
noble muse’s champion beneath green holly,
and of the silencing of Owain’s thrush
to be a speechless man in oak and stone,
and of the death of Meredudd’s poet
(marble covers him in the sanctuary),
and of the destruction of the muse’s advocate,
authority on song, and of the waning of his smile.
Llywelyn was a second Iolo,
a second Gruffudd or Dafydd to us.
he was a composer of cywyddau,
he was a bird from heaven to people.
He would form every word of poetry
like honey or apples of Mary.
whose is the song of a decorous tongue,
pope of Rome, standard of all master poets?
Where is there a single word of his art,
where is it fitting to pay tribute to his poetry?
The owner of bold poetic art
and his authority have gone to the coffin.
Father Griffri, true support,
you administered the sacrament of Seth
who brought to his father,
gift of God, the oil of the three rods.
Yourself, blessings of man,
you brought oil again to Llywelyn.
There received in the monastery church
the distinction of Adda Fras and his
pre-eminence the man who is lying
beneath a marble altar and his grave.
This master too was buried in our house
between lords. His body went to the order,
an anchorite of Mary will he be in the sanctuary,
his soul to best heaven, And a new cywydd thereto.
My God invited him during the Feast,
and heaven is his gift!
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De-Placing Future Memory
Activities and Outcomes
This project provided a space to bring together ideas about identity, presence,
homeland and mobility which crucially depend on our understanding of the nature and
quality of the bond between memory and place. These questions were addressed
through a collaboration of academics, visual artists, architects, musicians and other
members of our community. The first part of De-Placing Future Memory centred
around two workshops, incorporating art practice initiatives led by the key project
artists, Catrin Webster and Shauna McMullan, alongside panel presentations of ideas
and works by the other participants. The workshops fostered dialogues among the
artist and academic participants on the themes of the project, and, importantly, took
all participants and attendees on journeys into memory and the perception of place
across time.

People
Dr Elena Isayev, Department of Classics and Ancient History, University of Exeter (PI)
Catrin Webster, Lecturer, Fine Art, Swansea Metropolitan University
Shauna McMullan, Lecturer, Glasgow School of Art
Professor Michael Dumper, Department of Politics, University of Exeter
Professor Nick Kaye, Department of Drama, University of Exeter
Dr John Wylie, Department of Geography, University of Exeter
Dr Linda Hurcombe, Department of Archaeology, University of Exeter.
Marion Wood, Director of Music, University of Exeter.

The second workshop coincided with the University of Exeter Schools’ Conference
and the artists-led interactive journeys for local secondary school students. The project
was able to commission important works of art from Iraqi artists - Hanaa MalAllah and
Rashad Salim, and artists based in Palestine - Alessandro Petti and Sandi Hillal. These
along with the works by the two British artists, Webster and McMullan, addressed the
theme of memory and place resulting in an exhibition which ran from mid-September
to mid-October 2009 at the gallery in the Institute of Arab and Islamic Studies at the
University of Exeter. There was also a presentation at Café Scientifique Phoenix Arts
Centre in Exeter. In addition, the artists who came to work at Exeter collaborated with
musicians to create compositions which were played at the exhibition opening itself,
resulting in an interdisciplinary, multi-sensory investigation of how memory and place
are interfused.

© Book of Returns (2009): Alessandro Petti, Sandi
Hillal, Eyal Weizman (copy 2/3). Photo: Sean Goddard

© Vivid Ruins (2008-9): Hanaa Malallah.
Photo: Sean Goddard

Exhibition gallery at the Institute of Arab and Islamic Studies at the University of Exeter. Photo: Tim Pestridge
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Piano Project © Rashad Salim and Marion Wood. Photo: Tim Pestridge
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The performance of disability histories:
remembrance and transmission
People
Dr Sonali Shah, School of Sociology and Social Policy, University of Leeds (PI)
Professor Mark Priestley, School of Sociology and Social Policy, University of Leeds
Professor Mick Wallis, School of Performance and Cultural Industries,
University of Leeds
Jamie Beddard, Freelance actor/writer, London
Claire Hodgson & Nick Merwitzer, Diverse City Theatre Company, London
Andrew Breakwell, Nottingham Playhouse Roundabout

The performance of disability histories:
Performing Lives, Lives Performed © Jon Legge

The performance of disability histories: Histories, Biographies and Performances © Jon Legge

The performance of disability histories: remembrance and transmission workshop © Jon Legge

Activities and Outcomes
The project explored the performance of disabled people’s lived experience using a life
history project funded by the Nuffield Foundation and run by Dr Shah, which involved
collecting the reminiscences of three generations of disabled people who grew up in
Britain during the 1940s, 1960s and 1980s. This has provided the stimulus material
which facilitated dialogue and a process of devising a micro-performance (or protoplay) in three workshops run with the help of theatre partners Diverse City. We held
three workshops each of which involved an academic presentation, practitioner
presentation and devised theatre performance work stimulated by biographical
research data generated from life history conversations with past and present
generations of young disabled people growing up in Britain.
We found that embodied imagery can be particularly powerful, both as performative
communication and as embodied learning. Sharing and exchanging interpretations
and reactions in a variety of embodied ways opened new dialogues between the
workshop participants (i.e. subverting the assumed reception of narrated stories while
‘sitting in rows' by sitting in circles, standing, walking, talking, making faces, posing,
tableau). It is important to consider how we develop appropriate sensory ‘texts' for
audiences with multiple and profound learning difficulties. Embodying a memory
produces new feelings about it. It demonstrated how the biographical stories,
collected from different generations of disabled people, could be translated into
performance. Further, the images, tableaus and micro performances that were
recorded (via photography and video) were integrated with extracts from the original
qualitative interviews, and analysis of macro-level policies, to illustrate social change
in the lived experiences of disabled people spanning three generations.

14

© Jon Legge
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Beyond Text Research Networks

The Sounds of Early Cinema in Britain

Networks run for up to two years and are designed to create a
community drawn from a wide range of different partnerships and
disciplines. Many networks have an international dimension and
all of them cross boundaries in terms of their partnerships and
interdisciplinary investigations. While a few networks have already
finished or are now drawing to a close, a number will run until
2011. The work underway has included performances of newly
discovered scores for silent films, advice for festival managers on
audience responses to new forms of participatory theatre and a
consideration of the spaces and skills museums will require to
manage New Media Art.

People
Dr Julie Brown, Department of Music, Royal Holloway, University of London (PI)
Dr Annette Davison, School of Arts, Culture and Environment, University of Edinburgh

• The Sounds of Early Cinema in Britain
• The New Media Art Network on Authenticity and Performativity
• Music and Dance: Beyond Copyright Text?
• Exploring Festival performance as a 'State of Encounter'
• Project on Creative Practices Beyond Borders: Arts Interaction,
Sonic Diaspora, Performativity Exchange
• Viewing texts: Word as image and ornament in medieval inscriptions
• Choreographic Objects: traces and artifacts of physical intelligence
• Street Life and Street Culture: Between Early Modern Europe
and the Present
• Beyond Text: Spiritualism and Technology in Contemporary
and Historical Contexts

Activities and Outcomes
This network brings together
researchers, archivists, curators of silent
film festivals and performers to debate
the variety of sonic and musical practices
of “silent” film exhibition in Britain.
Two events have already taken place
exploring different aspects of sound
and the cinema, including numerous
live performances, some specially
commissioned for the network. Two
further events are planned for October
2010 and April 2011.
The network has already been influential
in inspiring and commissioning the
creation of reconstructed scores for silent
film and the rediscovery of original British
scores thought lost. Performances of two
scores took place in 2009, Way Down
East: original score by William Frederick
Peters and Horace Silvers reconstructed
and conducted by Gillian Anderson and
The Flag Lieutenant: original score by
Albert Cazabon reconstructed and
performed by Philip Carli (piano) with
Gunter Buchwald (violin) and Paul Clarvis
(percussion).

Cartoon depiction of 1911 film accompaniment practice in the U.S.
© H.F. Hoffman: ‘Absent Musicians’

Beyond Text event for Research Networks at Queen Mary, University of London, January 2010
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The New Media Art Network on
Authenticity and Performativity

Music and Dance: Beyond Copyright Text?
People
Professor Charlotte Waelde, School of Law, University of Edinburgh (PI)
Professor Philip Schlesinger, Department of Cultural Policy, University of Glasgow

Activities and Outcomes
Copyright law has its origins in protecting text and it is from this foundation that the law
has sought to find a means to protect the experimental, experiential, performance
driven music and dance genres. Through the observation and recording of selected
forms of music and dance and the interview-based investigation of underlying creative
processes, this project will seek to determine whether the law really is apt to protect
these types of works. It will analyse the findings in relation to contemporary discourse
on cultural policy and cultural economics showing how these shape understandings of
the role of the ‘creative economy’. The project will consider how creative economy
thinking relates to copyright and intersects (or not) with the music and dance forms
studied. In so doing this project aims to deepen understanding of how innovative art
forms might best be protected by law and exploited by their creators, ensuing they
remain part of our rich and culturally diverse creative heritage. This network started its
work in January 2010 and will run until 2012. We are currently undertaking interviews
with different professionals that will inform our workshop discussions and eventual
outputs.

People
Kelli Dipple, Tate (PI)

Activities and Outcomes
Museums displaying contemporary art are increasing challenged by the rapid pace of
change and technical innovation associated with New Media Art, the kinds of spaces
that will be needed for its display and the technical infrastructure and forms of
interpretation required. This network exploits Tate’s unrivalled position in relation to the
acquisition, technical management and understanding of works of contemporary art,
establishing an interdisciplinary forum to identify the key research questions in the forum
of New Media Art. A series of workshops have been held bringing together New Media
Art practitioners, critics and curators.
These meetings will result in a set of four research reports that will position New Media Art
within an historical and critical context. They will consider issues relating to collection
policies, address the infrastructure and resource needs as well as discuss the
commissioning and display models for New Media Art. The relationships and open
dialogue developed through the network will also be an important outcome of the project.
Real-time notation of a performance of ‘Eclipse’, Bangor March 2010 © Michael Alcorn
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Exploring Festival performance
as a 'State of Encounter'

Project on Creative Practices Beyond Borders:
Arts Interaction, Sonic Diaspora, Performativity Exchange

People
Dr Alice O’Grady, School of Performance and Cultural Industries,
University of Leeds (PI)
Rebekka Kill, School of Film, Television and Performing Arts,
Leeds Metropolitan University
Bev Adams, The Faceless Company
Camille Bensoussan, Continental Drifts
Annie Day, Festival Republic
Mirelle Gallini, Kendal Calling
Dr Alinka Greasley, University of Leeds
Leila Jancovich, Leeds Metropolitan University
Dr Charles Kriel, Black Swan Media
George McKay, University of Salford
Hillegonda Rietveld, London South Bank University
Ben Robinson, Kendal Calling
Mike Robinson, Leeds Metropolitan
University
Deborah Sanderson, Urban Angels
Circus
Laura Taylor, Leeds Metropolitan
University
Alan Whittaker, Solfest
Roxanne Yeganegy, University of Leeds

People
Professor John Hutnyk, Centre for Cultural Studies, Goldsmiths,
University of London (PI)

Activities and Outcomes
Creative Practices beyond Borders is a network that engages with creative practices
across a number of borders, in geographical, conceptual, disciplinary and genre terms.
We are interested in addressing questions of media change, social mobility and
creative collaboration (eg. at international art festivals and biennales). We are looking
at Sound, Film and Theatre as the focal point for debates about border crossings,
trans-nationalism and border activism. We’ve held events in London, the most recent
being an exhibition to accompany our Border Infection workshops (March 2010), and
in Berlin and Copenhagen, where we had our own strand at the CPH:DOX Border
Documents event (November 2009). Our final event will be in Gothenburg in June
2010. We have had people sing in seminars, interrupt performances, walk the border
of the city, present art works, and challenge preconceptions
We have been able to work closely with international partners including Clandestino
music festival Gothenburg, Brussels-based art group LDN-BRU
(http://ldnbru.blogspot.com), Migrant Media London, scholars and activist-practitioners
from Kolkata, India, and colleagues from InterArts Berlin FU and Copenhagen Doctoral
School in Cultural Studies. We have had guests from 12 countries, including as far away
as India, Australia and Singapore. The network has examined Creativity Beyond Borders
and taken up themes from Music, Theatre and Film to rethink the ways that a number of
different kinds of borders are conceived. In our discussions, the border was found to be
porous, often contested, a contact zone, shifting and multiple. The ways that borders
work between things, and between people, was found to be constitutive.

©…floorSpace… at Shamania Festival, 2008

©…floorSpace… at Shamania Festival, 2008
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Activities and Outcomes
This network explored the popular music festival as a site for new types of theatrical
performance bringing together academics, festival programmers and performers and
festival goers. It looked at so-called “relational performances" which often happen
adjacent to the main programming of bands and DJs. Yet while often thought of as
‘additional’, they are usually integral to both the success of the festival and the way
in which memories of the event are personalised and transmitted to others. These
performances are often unannounced, informal and responsive to both the time and
place in which they occur. They usually require public engagement to activate them
and, as such, they provide an insight into audience/performer relations as well as
notions of site-specificity and playful behaviour. The network explored how new forms
of interactive, participatory and experimental performance are emerging within this
context. The results of the research will be fed back to festival programmers to help
them better understand the nature of “relational performances” in festival sites. The
work will continue through our newly awarded Small Grant, ‘Environments for
Encounter.’

Sails Under False Colours video and mixed media
installation by Raul Gschrey © Chris Collier

Dislocation, Dislocation, Dislocation performance piece by Helen Turner © Chris Collier

The Golden Tent mixed media installation by
Moustache Collectif © Chris Collier
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Viewing texts: Word as image and
ornament in medieval inscriptions

Choreographic Objects: traces and
artifacts of physical intelligence

People
Dr Antony Eastmond, History of Byzantine Art, Courtauld Institute of Art, London (PI)
Professor Liz James, History of Art, University of Sussex
Stefania Gerevini, Events Co-ordinator and Research Assistant,
Courtauld Institute of Art

People
Dr James Leach, Department of Anthropology, University of Aberdeen (PI)
Dr Sarah Whatley, Centre for Media Arts and Performance, Coventry University
Siobhan Davies, Siobhan Davies Dance
Wayne McGregor, Wayne McGregor|Random Dance
Scott deLahunta, ARTI/AHK, NL, and Wayne McGregor|Random Dance
William Forsythe, the Forsythe Company
Emio Greco and Pieter C. Scholten, Emio Greco | PC – ICK Amsterdam

Activities and Outcomes
This network, which is ongoing, looks
at texts as art. It brings together
participants from the UK, USA, France,
Germany and Turkey to discuss their
work on the visual qualities of inscriptions
in the Classical, Byzantine and Islamic
worlds. We have had our first meetings:
Limits of Text: Ornaments, Aesthetics
and Legibility in June 2009 and will hold
two further events in 2010, finishing with
a web-based photographic exhibition.
Workshop discussions have highlighted
the sharp disparity between legible texts
– an almost legalistic appearance in
which clarity and legibility are clearly
central concerns – and highly decorative
scripts in which the appearance of text is
more important than its contents. Such
divisions are most apparent in Arabic and
Persian inscriptions in which calligraphic
qualities were often rated more highly
than clarity, but are also seen in Greek,
Georgian, Armenian and Latin
inscriptions. There are also cases of
deliberately non-legible inscriptions,
written in languages not in common
usage, made up of coded texts, or
phantom writing, such as pseudo-Arabic.
We now need to ask what the reason is
for these different sorts of texts. How
does text work as ornament within an
architectural context?

Activities and Outcomes
This network, which is now finished,
addressed the question of what is it
that dancers know and how might this
knowledge be captured and become a
resource for others. It brought together
four projects begun by contemporary
choreographers, William Forsythe,
Siobhan Davies, Wayne McGregor and
Emio Greco/PC who are all exploring the
potential of interactive digital media to
document and disseminate their artistic
practice, ‘choreographic objects’. We
held a series of workshops to explore
the issues raised in these processes and
invited the choreographers themselves to
reflect on the questions in a public debate
at Sadler’s Wells theatre.
Prototype process image from Siobhan Davies digital dance archive project: Siobhan Davies Replay

The project has drawn attention to an
emergent international ‘community of practice’, bringing together project teams
including the choreographers who are establishing a unique domain of expertise
involved in the complex work of choreographic object making. The value of this we
again confirmed during the public panel event, which emphasised how experts can work
productively together to provoke questions about knowledge production in the context
of how choreographic objects are made, disseminated and used. The public panel event
was in itself a special highlight as the workshops were presented to a wide audience of
largely experts from a broad spread of discipline areas. The team is committed to
retaining this community of practice by finding ways to continue to work together.

Ince Minareli Medrese Portal detail, Konya, Turkey (13th Century)
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Street Life and Street Culture: Between
Early Modern Europe and the present

Beyond Text: Spiritualism and Technology
in Contemporary and Historical Contexts

People
Dr Fabrizio Nevola, Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering,
University of Bath (PI)
Dr Georgia Clarke, Renaissance and Baroque Architecture,
Courtauld Institute of Art, London

People
Dr Sas Mays, Department of English, Linguistics and Cultural Studies,
University of Westminster (PI)
Dr Neil Matheson, School of Media, Arts and Design, University of Westminster
Tom Ruffles, Society for Psychical Research

Activities and Outcomes
Street Life and Street Culture involves art historians, architectural historians
and theoreticians, planners, public officials, artists and critics, film-makers,
a sound artist and an actor, who create an interdisciplinary, international
community drawn from the UK, USA and Europe. We are considering how
streets shaped and informed the daily lives of urban communities in the
past, and how this historical experience relates to contemporary realities.
We have held three events, an agenda setting meeting in Oxford and two
study days, the first at the Courtauld on ‘Sight and Sound on the Street'
and at Bath on ‘Surveillance and the Street’. In addition, some of the
network members went to Italy to bring together a small group from the
Street Life Network to meet and to work together with theatre company
Sound&Fury to explore lines of enquiry relating to the Street Life project:
specifically in relation to issues of sound and performance in the context of
a number of Italian historic urban centres – Siena, Florence, and Certaldo.
The network is holding a sponsored session at the international conference
of the European Association of Urban History (Ghent, Sept 2010) and there
will be a final network conference at the Courtauld in October 2010. Three
pieces of sonic art by Joseph Young and a text by the author, James Atlee,
on their responses to the visit to Tuscany can be accessed on:
http://www.bath.ac.uk/ace/archive_2/.

Activities and Outcomes
This network focused on historical and contemporary spiritualist
photographic practices. We developed a partnership with the
Society for Psychical Research and held five interdisciplinary
seminars covering Disciplines and Institutions; Methodologies
and Theories; Memory and Forgetting; Documents and
Evidence;Technology, Ritual and Magic. A final conference on
Visual Cultures of Spiritualism & Technology in September 2009
brought together an impressive range of art historians, writers and
artists to explore spiritualist photography in the late nineteenth
century and the present day in both the UK and Australia.
Now in its second phase (2009-10), the project 'Spiritualism and
Technology' will shift its emphasis by focusing on ways in which
spiritualist practices might be paradigmatic for culture at large, and
to concentrate on the role of archives and technological memory in
cultural life, under the title ‘Archives, Haunting, Culture’. The project
will stage a series of public events at the University of Westminster
in collaboration with the Magic Lantern Society and with the
Photographer’s Gallery, London.
the magic lantern society & the university of westminster
present

PROFESSOR
PEPPER’S GHOST
six more evenings of visual magic
at the old polytechnic
On Thursdays
12 November, 26 November, 10 December 2009
and
28 January, 11 February, 25 February 2010
at The Old Cinema, University of Westminster,
309 Regent Street, London W1B 2UW
Admission free
Commencing 7pm sharp
As this series of talks is entirely free it is advisable to come early.
Tickets will be issued from 6pm

Simon Warner in performance as part of The Magic Lantern lecture series

Piazza Dante, Naples. Photo by James Atlee
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Beyond Text Small Grants

Environments for Encounter

These are focused projects that last for up to 18 months. Most
have only just started their work and will run through 2011. They
will result in a range of outputs including performances, exhibitions,
films, software and interventions in government policy on copyright.

People
Dr Alice O’Grady, School of Performance and Cultural Industries, University of Leeds (PI)
Rebekka Kill, School of Film, Television and Performing Arts,
Leeds Metropolitan University
Laura Taylor, School of Film, TV and Performing Arts, Leeds Metropolitan University
Deborah Sanderson, Urban Angels Circus

• Environments for Encounter
• Embodied Emotions
• Riders Have Spoken: Designing and Evaluating an
Archive for Replaying Interactive Performances
• Pictures of Peace and Justice: Documentation, Evidence and
Impact of Visual Material in International War Crimes Prosecution
• The Use of Audiovisual Resources in Jazz Historiography
and Scholarship: Performance, Embodiment and Mediatised
Representations
• Transforming lives: pilot project for multimedia exhibition that
investigates how young people transform their worlds through the arts
• Collecting and Curating Popular Music Histories
• Linguistic Geographies: The Gough Map of Great Britain
and its making
• Mapping memory on the Liverpool waterfront since the 1950s
• Robert Burns: Inventing Tradition and Securing Memory, 1796-1909
• Who Owns the Orphans? Traditional and Digital Property in Visual Art

© Fruit Juice by Urban Angels Circus, Lakes Alive Festival, Barrow 2009

© HumanSect by Urban Angels Circus,
Sheffield, 2006

Activities and Outcomes
This project explores the phenomenon of relational performance within contemporary
music festivals as an emergent genre of creative communication. Whilst bands booked
for festivals such as Glastonbury, Big Chill and Bestival often grab the headlines and
attract large audiences, the presence of unscripted, un-programmed and
unpredictable performances circulating around these sites provide opportunities for
interaction that are rarely recorded, notated or analysed. Academic researchers will be
working in partnership with Urban Angels Circus who will be commissioned to make a
piece of relational performance that will be toured to three different contemporary
music festivals. Each festival will be chosen to provide a different 'environment for
encounter' so that a comparative analysis can be made and our research questions
addressed. We intend to situate the work in two UK festivals that have distinctly
different cultural contexts. The third context will be a European festival. In addition we
will be engaging with festival promoters in order to assess the impact this type of
performance practice may have in terms of developing festival culture.
© HumanSect by Urban Angels Circus,
Sheffield, 2006

Catrin Webster’s impression of a Beyond Text event, January 2008 © Catrin Webster
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Embodied Emotions
People
Ali Campbell, School of English and Drama, Queen Mary, University of London (PI)
Dr Thomas Dixon, School of History, Queen Mary, University of London
Clare Whistler, Independent performance artist and opera director
Bhavesh Hindocha, Loud Minority Productions
Children from the Osmani Primary School, Bethnal Green, London

Riders Have Spoken: Designing and Evaluating
an Archive for Replaying Interactive Performances
Queen Mary, University of London

Embodied Emotions

Activities and Outcomes
The project will use academic research and artistic practice to examine current
educational policy goals and deliver innovative classroom practices.
Since 2005 the government has been promoting new initiatives to develop 'Social
and Emotional Aspects of Learning' (SEAL). In April 2009, Sir Jim Rose published his
Independent Review of the Primary Curriculum. One of his report's four priorities is
'Personal Development'. Under the heading 'Essentials for Learning and Life', Rose
expresses the hope that the new curriculum will help children manage their own
feelings and become aware of the feelings of others. He recommends role-play and
drama as ways to develop these emotional skills, and makes approving mention of a
project piloted in Durham enabling children to create dance sequences expressing
their emotions. Embodied Emotions will develop an educational programme, in
consultation with a primary school in East London, to help deliver such objectives as
these, bringing together historians, performers, educators, and children to investigate
how bodily movements and facial expressions mediate between inward feelings and
the outside world.

28

Further information
http://projects.beyondtext.ac.uk/
sg-alistair-campbell/index.php
To join the Embodied Emotions email list,
and to learn about other seminars in this
series, please send a request to
t.m.dixon@qmul.ac.uk

www.beyondtext.ac.uk
www.drama.qmul.ac.uk

People
Dr Jonathan Foster, Department of Information Studies, University of Sheffield (PI)
Professor Steve Benford, School of Computer Science, University of Nottingham
Professor Gabriella Giannachi, Department of Drama, University of Exeter

Activities and Outcomes
In recent years, a number of initiatives have been attempting to address the challenges
of archiving electronic artworks and interactive performances. These challenges
include: (i) how to document an extended R&D process (ii) what to capture from an
array of user interactions (iii) how to describe and organise a heterogeneous data set
and (iv) what interface facilities to provide that can enable an audience to navigate and
explore the archival materials. The project team will be using a work called Rider
Spoke (http://www.blasttheory.co.uk/bt/work_rider_spoke.html) as a starting-point
for an investigation of the archival issues that arise when documenting, capturing,
describing, organising, and using an interactive performance archive. The outcomes
will be:(i) an understanding of the
problems and issues related to the
capturing, archiving and replaying of
interactive performances, specifically
Rider Spoke; (ii) a set of requirements
for archiving and replaying Rider Spoke;
collectively developed by the project team,
along with contributions from archivists,
and from humanities researchers; (iii) the
construction of a metadata schema and
vocabulary of terms for the consistent
description of the materials in the archive;
(iv) a functional operational prototype that
enables users to navigate within and cross
each layer of the archive; (v) outcomes
and lessons learnt from the process of
archiving and replaying Rider Spoke, and
how this informs the capturing, archiving,
An example of the Rider Spoke interface used by cyclists as they leave or search for others’
audio recordings. These audio recordings form part of the data set in the Riders Have Spoken
and where appropriate replaying of
electronic archive.
electronic artworks and interactive
performances in general.
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Pictures of Peace and Justice:
Documentation, Evidence and
Impact of Visual Material in
International War Crimes
Prosecution

People
Professor James Gow, Department of War Studies, King’s College, London (PI)
Dr Rachel Kerr, Department of War Studies, King's College London

Activities and Outcomes
The project is a pilot study to investigate the importance of visual material vis a vis
other types of material at three stages of the process of establishing internationalised
judicial processes (i.e. international courts and domestic processes with both
significant international input and context). The first of these is the context in which
these judicial bodies are created. The second is the conduct of trials. The third is the
impact beyond the courtroom on issues of peace and security.
The project will (i) identify, document, critically appraise and create data sets of
examples of visual evidence at each of the three stages identified; (ii) conduct semistructured interviews with judicial, policy, media and military-security practitioners to
investigate knowledge, understanding and judgement on the relative importance of
visual material at each of the three stages; (iii) carry out focus group research to
investigate beliefs, values and attitudes regarding particular examples of visual
evidence, in light of stages (i) and (ii), including generating processes and cases, use
as evidence in trials, and impact on post-conflict societies and communities. The pilot
project will test the feasibility and potential significance of research in this area for a
subsequent larger research funding proposal.

The Use of Audiovisual Resources in
Jazz Historiography and Scholarship:
Performance, Embodiment and
Mediatised Representations
People
Dr Björn Heile, Department of Music, University of Sussex (PI)
Dr Jenny Doctor, Department of Music, University of York
Dr Peter Elsdon, Department of Drama and Music, Hull University
Paul McIntyre, Research Fellow, University of Sussex
Planned Activities and future Outcomes
This project starts in June 2010 and takes the problem that
Jazz historiography has traditionally revolved around sound
recordings, with still images, written documents and oral histories
employed as complementary sources. There is growing
awareness of the problematic nature of such heavy reliance on
sound recordings. In particular, it has obscured aspects of the
music and the cultural practices surrounding it that are not
apparent from sound recordings, and has led to the
marginalisation of musicians who did not produce their best
work in the recording studio, either because they found the
atmosphere inhibiting or because they relied on a direct rapport
with audiences and the unique quality of social interaction in an
unrepeatable moment. Within its own community, jazz is
experienced holistically; while audiovisual resources, such as
video recordings of jazz performance, have not been readily
available in the past, this situation has now improved;
nevertheless, there has been little reflection on the potential of
such resources for jazz studies, and no systematic methodology
has been developed for their use.

This project addresses this situation through research based on
the Altman Koss Collection of audiovisual recordings of jazz
performances with more than 10,000 VHS tapes and DVDs,
mostly of televised broadcasts. The project will break new
ground in developing suitable analytical techniques and scholarly
approaches for these and other related studies, providing
epistemological reflection on the use of audiovisual recordings
of jazz. In addition, it will enable a richer understanding of the
inherent tension between improvisation as a performative
practice that occurs 'in the moment' and its televised
presentation which congeals such moments into timeless,
permanent products.
The results will be presented at a conference featuring
contributions from a broad range of participants from the
academic and jazz communities and beyond, promoting
dialogue between scholars and performers. A collected volume
of essays will be assembled based on research presented at the
conference; it will be accompanied by a website with streamed
audiovisual clips of material discussed (where copyright permits).

The Emil Mangelsdorff Quartet being watched by a live audience
and a video camera on the Römerberg in Frankfurt, 2009
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Transforming lives: pilot project for
multimedia exhibition that investigates
how young people transform their
worlds through the arts

Collecting and Curating Popular
Music Histories

People
Professor Paul Heritage, Artistic Director of People’s Palace Projects and Professor
of Drama and Performance, School of English and Drama, Queen Mary, University of
London (PI)
Gary Stewart, Research Associate, Queen Mary, University of London and Head of
Multimedia, Iniva
Gringo Cardia, Brazilian Theatre/Exhibition Designer

Activities and Outcomes
In recent years the museum sector has shown an increased interest in collecting and
displaying material which tells popular music histories. Around the world different
museums and galleries have offered exhibitions focused upon popular music venues,
artifacts, artists and contexts. A number of dedicated visitor experiences have also
been established which focus wholly on popular music. There is a need to review the
ways in which the history of popular music culture in all its forms is being preserved for
the future. Focussing on UK museums this project will investigate and compare how
museums value, preserve and interpret popular music heritage. It will explore the ways
in which museums work with other custodians of popular music and consider the
implications of the fact that much of this material currently resides in private ownership.
The outcomes of this research will be of interest to academics, museum professionals,
archivists, collectors and the wider public. The project will enable the sharing of
information and ideas about the representation of popular music histories. Through
work with different museums and their collections it will identify examples of current
practice and offer a theorisation of particular issues related to the collection and
interpretation of popular music. The research findings will be shared through public
events, conferences, communication with practitioners and written outputs. The
project aims to develop understanding of the value, importance and uses of popular
music materials and so inform museum practice and the future development of
collection policies.

People
Dr Marion Leonard, School of Music, University of Liverpool (PI)

© Ratão Diniz

Activities and Outcomes
One of the most problematic intellectual and political issues
today is the impact of the arts on urgent social questions - in
relation to uses of health and wellbeing, civil rights and social
violence. If young people want to transform their worlds, then
how best can they investigate and advocate for those creative
processes? How can the social organisations of youth culture,
the technologies and forms that they express themselves with,
the means of dissemination and reception of the arts they
produce be used as a means of enquiry which is itself a part
of the transformations they seek?
A field research team of young and emerging artists will work
with young people who are both at the crux of these questions

and who themselves are seeking to express their different
understandings of the process of transformation. Together they
will experiment with different media to articulate their enquiry:
their questions and their discoveries. This research will look at
how to create a live visual and interactive installation on how
young people transform their worlds through the arts. It will
bring together young people who are making performance with
those who research the impact of their participation in that
making, and find innovative ways to express what can be made
from that encounter. The research will draw from the social
sciences, medical sciences, arts and humanities and also from
thinking and practice in public policy. The results of the research
will be widely seen through an installation that will eventually be
exhibited in accessible public spaces.
Clothing and badge promoting the famous 1970s Liverpool club Eric's
Image courtesy of National Museums Liverpool
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Mohair suit made for John Lennon designed by
Douglas Millings. Image courtesy of National
Museums Liverpool
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Linguistic Geographies: The Gough
Map of Great Britain and its making

Mapping memory on the Liverpool
waterfront since the 1950s

People
Dr Keith Lilley, Department of Geography, Archaeology and Paleoecology,
Queen’s University, Belfast (PI)
Nick Millea, Curator, Map Library, Bodleian Library, Oxford
Paul Vetch, Centre for Computing in the Humanities, King’s College London
Dr Elizabeth Solopova, Department of Special Collections and Western Manuscripts,
Bodleian Library, Oxford

People
Dr Graeme Milne, School of History, University of Liverpool
Rachel Mulhearn, Merseyside Maritime Museum

Planned Activities and future Outcomes
Very little is known of the processes that were involved in medieval map-making, yet as
visual objects maps such as the one which is the focus of this study - the Gough Map
of Great Britain - they continue to fascinate and mystify modern audiences. The Gough
Map is the earliest to show the whole of Britain in geographically-recognisable form,
and is conventionally dated to c.1360. Yet its origins are uncertain, including who
made it, how, where and why? This project seeks to address these questions by using
an innovative approach to explore the map's 'linguistic geographies', that is the writing
used on the map by the (unknown) scribes who created it. By focusing on a map, as
opposed to a conventional written text, we will open up theoretical and conceptual
issues about the relationships between 'image' and 'text' - for maps comprise both and about maps as objects and artifacts with a complex and complicated 'language'
of production and consumption.
We want our findings to reach the widest possible audience, not least because maps
are enduringly popular objects and always capture the imagination; medieval maps
especially. To this end one of the main project outcomes is a web-resource through
which the Gough Map will be made more widely accessible (it currently resides in the
Bodleian Library), and through which the data and findings of this project will be made
freely available.

An image of the Gough Map from the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford
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Activities and Outcomes
This public history project explores place
and memory in the waterfront districts of
seaport cities, taking Liverpool as its casestudy. It is a collaboration between
historians from the University of Liverpool,
curators from National Museums
Liverpool, and filmmakers from Re-Dock.
Historically, the waterfront zone was a
vibrant, multi-functional space, frequented
at different times of the day and night by
a plethora of people, including mariners,
merchants and clerks, shipping office
workers, industrial workers, dock and
warehouse labourers, bartenders, sex
workers, police officers, tourists and social
reformers. Many aspects of this society
survived into the 1960s, when airlines and
containerisation removed the need for
most people to work in or even visit the
urban waterfront, resulting in rapid
dereliction and community dispersal.
This project focuses on the visual capture
of personal and community experience of
Liverpool's central waterfront district in the
1950s and 1960s, the last generation of
traditional seaport society. Cultural
mapping workshops and film-making will
encourage contributors to identify and
recreate their own histories of this space,
exploring community identity and
continuity, and generating findings for
academic and museum research. In the
course of these workshops, the project
will acquire a rich collection of visual, oral
and material evidence. We will produce
visual memory maps and video histories.
Film-makers will then interview selected
participants on location, building explicit
visual connections between sites of
memory and recollection. Broader
public debate and engagement will
be encouraged through the creation
of a website, which will host material
contributed to the project in the form
of image, text and film.

The Baltic Fleet: A rare surviving example of Liverpool’s once-numerous Dock Road pubs and a key site of
memory in the waterfront zone
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Robert Burns: Inventing Tradition
and Securing Memory, 1796-1909

Who Owns the Orphans? Traditional
and Digital Property in Visual Art

People
Professor Murray Pittock, Bradley Professor of English Literature
and Dean of the Faculty of Arts, University of Glasgow (PI)
Professor Christopher Whatley, Vice-Principal, University of Dundee
Professor Murdo Macdonald, History of Scottish Art, University of Dundee

People
Professor Uma Suthersanen, Centre for Commercial Law Studies,
Queen Mary, University of London (PI)
Dr. Maria Mercedes Frabboni, AHRC Research Fellow

Activities and Outcomes
Robert Burns: Inventing Tradition and Securing Memory, 1796-1909 provides a
comprehensive web-based catalogue of public monuments to Robert Burns
worldwide erected by 1909, with a selection of images from the same period,
combined with a web-based classification of the different kinds of Burns-related
material culture available commercially or for domestic use. These datasets will enable
the whole range of images and items used in the transmission of Robert Burns'
reputation into the sphere of cultural memory to be available for study or consultation
in one place for the first time. On a theoretical level, the project will seek to provide a
model for the relationship between literary and material culture, addressing questions
such as whether the choice of means of commemoration (e.g. through particular
objects or depictions of the poet) has had an effect on the reputation of individual
poems or approaches to the writer's life and whether literary and material culture
diverge or converge in the significance they grant the reputation of the poet. It will
seek to provide publications which can act as a basis for the examination of the use
of material and commemorative culture as a formative influence in the reception,
reputation and canon of other writers. On a policy level, ‘Inventing Tradition and
Securing Memory’ will contribute, through its work with the curator David Hopes, to
the interpretation of Burns at the Robert Burns Birthplace Museum, the single most
important Burns site in the world.

Robert Burns Monument, Burns Park, Montrose.
© Robert Burns Beyond Text
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Activities and Outcomes
Intellectual property and cultural laws govern the manner in which society and
governments accord cultural and business value and recognition to "authors and
owners" of recorded and non-recorded visual art. While the legal notion of authorship
dictates business practice, there is no coherent legal landscape in relation to traditional
cultural expressions which have no "author". Indeed, there has been little policy
assessment of whether the current legal regulation of ownership of visual art,
especially cultural expressions, reflects the beliefs and practices of two important
communities which hold substantial vested interests in visual arts. The first group is the
indigenous and ethnic community who view visual art as part of their traditional cultural
expressions. The second group is represented by the visual art industry who see visual
art as a finished business commodity to be distributed and traded in the art and
cultural market. The valuation, exploitation and sharing of profits of the visual art is
highly dependent on the provenance, authorship and/or ownership of the work.
Digitisation of a work adds a further dimension as it increases the exposure and the
earning capacity of a work, and ensures global access to humanity's rich culture.
There are several initiatives by museums, libraries and archives to create such digital
collections. However, if the work is classified legally as having no author, business
policy often dictates the removal of images from public access, exhibitions and on-line
digital libraries in order to minimise the administrative, legal and financial liability of
these institutions. This area of non-attributable or abandoned works of visual art i.e.
"orphan works" will be the focus of the research.

Jug produced by Bell's Pottery of Glasgow to
commemorate the centenary of Robert Burns
© Hunterian Museum & Art Gallery, University
of Glasgow
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Beyond Text Large Grants

Children's Playground Games and
Songs in the New Media Age

These are ambitious, large-scale projects that are designed to take
innovative ideas and put them into practice over a two to three year
period. They will provide proof-of-concept prototypes of gaming
equipment, exhibitions, websites and recommendations for
educators, NGOs and the music industry.

People
Professor Andrew Burn, Institute of Education, University of London (PI)
Dr Rebekah Willet, Institute of Education, University of London
Jonnie Robinson, Lead Content Specialist: Sociolinguistics & Education,
The British Library
Professor Jackie Marsh, School of Education, University of Sheffield
Grethe Mitchell, School of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of East London
Laura Jopson, The British Library
Dr. Jennifer Sheridan, Institute of Education, University of London
Chris Richards, Institute of Education, University of London
Dr. Julia C. Bishop, School of Education, University of Sheffield

• Children's Playground Games and Songs in the New Media Age
• Reanimating cultural heritage: digital repatriation, knowledge networks
and civil society strengthening in post-conflict Sierra Leone
• Growing into Music: a multicultural study of musical
enculturation in oral traditions
• Beyond the Basket: Construction, Order and Understanding
• Metre and Melody in Dinka Speech and Song
• Poetry Beyond Text: Vision, Text and Cognition
• What is Black British Jazz? Routes, Ownership, Performance

Activities and Outcomes
This project looks back at the records we have of children’s play in the past and
compares it to today’s playground games and songs. The project aims to preserve this
important aspect of our national culture; but also to explore how it continues to be a
part of the lives of children living in the age of computer games and the internet. What
does this oral tradition borrow from the media; and how might it connect with the
entertainment and information technologies of the age of new media?
The project works in three ways. Firstly, it has digitised material from existing
collections of children’s playground games and songs, creating a new digital archive
at the British Library, and is designing an interactive website available to educators,
researchers, children, parents, and the wider public. This material shows more variety
of songs, rhymes, and children’s inventive uses of their media cultures, and any
published material in existence. Secondly, the project is more than half-way through a
two-year study of playground culture in two primary schools, one in London, one in
Sheffield which is analyzing how these games, songs and rhymes are used by children
today as part of a living tradition; and, again, how they relate to children's experiences
of popular media such as comics, TV, film, and computer games. Thirdly, we have
tested an early prototype of a traditional clapping game adapted for the Wii; and we
are currently exploring other ways to adapt games for computer interfaces. We are
doing this work in conjunction with a children’s panel drawn from our two partner
schools in London and Sheffield, who are collaborating in the research into their
playground culture, and its display on the British Library website.

Nintendo Wii prototype

Beyond Text Large Grant Award Holders meet at Lock-Keeper’s Cottage, Queen Mary, University of London,
March 2009
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Reanimating cultural heritage:
digital repatriation, knowledge
networks and civil society
strengthening in post-conflict
Sierra Leone
People
Dr Paul Basu, Institute of Archaeology, University College London (PI)
Dr Martin White, Department of Informatics, University of Sussex
Johanna Zetterstrom-Sharp, PhD Student, Institute of Archaeology,
University College London

Activities and Outcomes
The ability of material culture to open horizons of knowledge and imagination beyond
that transmitted through text is fundamental to contemporary museum practice.
Interactive digital technologies, especially, provide new opportunities for reanimating
ethnographic collections in exhibition and outreach contexts, in the field of museum
and source community relations, and as a means of generating and connecting
diverse knowledge networks around objects. Such technological developments
necessitate a radical rethinking of what ethnographic museums and their collections
are and do in the digital age.
This multidisciplinary project is concerned with innovating 'digital curatorship' in
relation to Sierra Leonean collections dispersed in the global museumscape. Extending
research in anthropology, museum studies, informatics and beyond, the project
considers how objects that have become isolated from the oral and performative
contexts that originally animated them can be reanimated in digital space alongside
associated images, video clips, sounds, texts and other media, and thereby given new
life. In partnership with the British Museum, Brighton Museum & Art Gallery, Glasgow
Museums and collaborating institutions in Sierra Leone, we are creating a digital
heritage resource that utilises social networking technologies to reconnect objects with
disparate communities and foster reciprocal knowledge exchange across boundaries.
Whereas the practice of 'digital repatriation' has become increasingly popular with
museums, the reception of such initiatives by source communities has not been
critically assessed. Thus, a crucial part of the project is to employ innovative
participatory methods to pilot and evaluate the digital resource in Sierra Leone.
As well as its impact in Sierra Leone, the research will inform museum policy-making
more widely, exemplify how museums can play a role in strengthening international
relations, and provide a platform for future research and capacity building initiatives.
As well as the academic publication and the digital resource itself, which will be
available at www.sierraleoneheritage.org, the project will be publicised through
a multi-sited exhibition.

Bondo Society dance, Tuiyor, Kono District, Sierra Leone
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Growing into Music: a multicultural study
of musical enculturation in oral traditions
People
Dr Lucy Durán, Department of Music, School of Oriental and African Studies (PI)
Dr Geoffrey Baker, Department of Music, Royal Holloway, University of London
Dr Nicolas Magriel, Researcher, School of Oriental and African Studies
Dr Sanubar Bagirova, Musicologist, Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences

Activities and Outcomes
This project is currently documenting and analysing oral music acquisition and
transmission, conducting a detailed exploration of the processes by which children in
diverse cultures become musicians, beginning with passive exposure in infancy and
culminating in adolescent participation in public performance. We are a team of
ethnomusicologists, each of whom specialises in particular geographic areas and
ethnic groups. Being accomplished performers of musics from these areas has greatly
facilitated our fieldwork: initial trips have produced abundant data on how music
transmission is reflecting the rapid changes taking place in its cultural contexts. Each
of us also has qualifications and experience in other relevant disciplines including
music education, psychotherapy, film-making, popular music studies, music
production, and broadcasting: perspectives which will contribute to the
comprehensiveness of our study.

Lassana Diabate, Mali's leading balafon player, at a wedding party in Bamako © Lucy Durán

Rajasthan: Manganiyar boys making music © Nicolas Magriel
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Beyond the Basket: Construction,
Order and Understanding
People
Professor Sandy Heslop, Professor of Visual Arts, University of East Anglia (PI)
Professor Steven Hooper, Director, Sainsbury Research Unit, University of East Anglia
Dr Joanne Clarke, World Art Studies and Museology, University of East Anglia
Dr Aristoteles Barcelos Neto, World Art Studies and Museology, University of East Anglia
Professor John Mack, World Art Studies and Museology, University of East Anglia
Victoria Mitchell, Senior Lecturer: Critical Studies, Norwich University College of the Arts
Dr Joshua A. Bell, Department of Anthropology, National Museum of Natural History,
Smithsonian, Washington DC
Helen Anderson, PhD student and administrative assistant, University of East Anglia

Metre and Melody in Dinka
Speech and Song
People
Professor Bob Ladd, School of Philosophy, Psychology
and Language Sciences, University of Edinburgh (PI)
Professor Miriam Meyerhoff, Sociolinguistics, University of Edinburgh
Dr Angela Impey, Lecturer in Ethnomusicology, SOAS
Dr Bert Remijsen, Linguistics, University of Edinburgh
Tatiana Reid, University of Edinburgh

Activities and Outcomes
This project brings specialists in linguistics and ethnomusicology together to look at
the song traditions of the Dinka of the Southern Sudan, specifically studying what
happens in singing to the language’s suprasegmental features (aspects of linguistic
sound systems - pitch, tone of voice, tempo - that cannot be so readily written down).
Dinka is a thriving language (some 2m speakers) with one of the richest known
suprasegmental systems in the world. Composing songs is a vibrant part of the Dinka
cattle-based socio-cultural system and songs are used to communicate about all
aspects of social, pastoral, and spiritual life; literacy in Dinka is limited and the
orthography is still far from standardised, so that written Dinka is quite variable and
thus potentially provides insight both into the suprasegmental system itself and into the
socio-cultural contexts of writing and text creation. Moreover, the language is spoken
in a variety of environments, from traditional pastoralist groups in the Dinka homeland,
through urbanised groups in towns in the south, to significant communities of civil war
refugees in Khartoum and abroad.

Basketry masks in Amazonia

Activities and Outcomes
This very broad project takes a single object to explore across time and place.
It aims to identify both the mechanical traditions of making and the ways in which
basketry is implicated in wider patterns of understanding: such things as order and
metaphor.
We have already had one major workshop to launch the project and our members are
currently undertaking field work in places such as Amazonia. The main output of the
research will be an exhibition and accompanying book. The exhibition will include
ancient material recovered by excavation as well as more recent examples of basketry
from around the world. It will also show the impact of woven forms on other media,
such as pottery, painting, and stone sculpture and architecture. A wide range of
research methods will be employed: reviewing the existing literature, studying museum
collections and their often unpublished documentation, new anthropological fieldwork
including filming the making and use of basketry, documenting and analysing newly
commissioned work, particularly woven installations, and involvement in practicebased workshops both professional and lay.
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Studying song and writing in a tone
language such as Dinka provides
interesting opportunities to refine a
more general (i.e. less alphabetic, less
Eurocentric, and less literary) notion of
'text'. Our larger goal is to contribute to
an understanding of how the non-textual
suprasegmental properties of the Dinka
language are mediated in different formats
(speech, song, writing), and how this
mediation is influenced by factors ranging
from low-level properties of auditory and
visual perception to the physical and
cultural settings in which texts are created.
We have already been able to train Dinka
collaborators who are working with us in
the field and have undertaken, and will be
continuing to undertake field work in
Khartoum, Juba and elsewhere in Sudan.
The cover page of the Shilluk version (a Sudanese language related tp Dinka) of Handa's Hen. This is the
We also plan to create a permanent
first children's book ever to appear in Shilluk. Produced in collaboration with Walker Books Ltd as part of
a previous AHRC project.
archive of Dinka songs, which are quite
unlike most other African music, and we
hope to contribute to the development of a standard orthography for Dinka and to use
our recorded songs in literacy materials for Dinka children.
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Poetry Beyond Text:
Vision, Text and Cognition

What is Black British Jazz?
Routes, Ownership, Performance

People
Dr Andrew Michael Roberts, School of English, University of Dundee (PI)
Dr Martin Fischer, School of Psychology, University of Dundee
Dr Lisa Otty, School of English, University of Dundee
Ms Mary Modeen, Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design,
University of Dundee
Dr Anna Katharina Schaffner, School of European Culture
and Languages, University of Kent
Dr Ulrich Weger, School of Psychology, University of Kent
Dr Kim Knowles, School of European Culture and Languages,
University of Kent

People
Dr Jason Toynbee, Department of Sociology, The Open University (PI)
Dr Mark Banks, Department of Sociology, The Open University
Dr Mark Doffman, Dept of Sociology, The Open University
Dr Byron Dueck, Department of Music, The Open University
Dr Catherine Tackley, Department of Music, The Open University

Activities and Outcomes
The project approaches Black British Jazz via three strands:
Routes examines the development of Black British Jazz through a combination of
oral-historical and archival work. In-depth interviews with contemporary participants
are set alongside archival sources which include recorded interviews from the British
Library’s ‘Oral History of Jazz in Britain’ and documents from the National Jazz
Archive. But the project also extends beyond British experience, and acknowledges
the Black Atlantic diaspora in the Caribbean, United States and Africa as a crucial
source for understanding the routes/roots of Black British Jazz.

Activities and Outcomes
This research project uses psychological, critical and creative methods to study how
readers respond to the visual aspects of poetry, specifically to hybrid forms such as
concrete poetry, digital poetry, artists’ books, poetic text films and poetry-photography
combinations. Psychologists have established typical patterns of eye-movements for
reading text and looking at pictures, as well as models of the cognitive processes
reflected by such looking behaviour. We are investigating what happens when readers
are presented with hybrid art works which combine text and images. If the text and
image are separate elements, do we look at text or image first? Or do we move rapidly
from one to the other? If textual and visual elements are fully integrated, do we adopt
a 'reading' or a 'viewing' approach to the text? For example, do we read from top to
bottom and left to right, as if we were looking at a more conventionally-arranged
poem? Or do we treat the poem as a form of image? Arising from these questions
are more general ones. How are our visual exploration strategies affected by the
presentation of the art work and the previous knowledge of the reader? How do
different reading strategies influence our assessment of the interest, meaning and
aesthetic value of the work? What determines whether the visual aspect enriches the
meaning of the words (and vice versa), or whether each element limits the force of the
other? For example, sometimes the shape of a poem, or an accompanying image, can
seem to determine the subject of the poem, reducing the possibilities of interpretation.
In other cases, the two elements can each prompt further interpretative possibilities.
To achieve this we have studied the responses of readers using eye-tracking, tests of
visual / textual thinking, questionnaires and discursive interaction, as well as creative
methods, such as eliciting visual responses to poetry and vice-versa. Examples of eyetracking results and further creative work can be seen on the Beyond Text website.
As well as articles and a dedicated on-line website / gallery, the results of the project,
including commissions from major poets and artists, will be shown in a series of
exhibitions in galleries around Britain from March 2011 onwards.

Ownership is directed towards ownership in the economic sense – the problem of
how Black British Jazz is organised as a business, but also cultural ownership – in
what sense it might be said to be owned by black British people. Making use of
policy documents, published statistics, business reports and interviews with
stakeholders, this strand of the project recognises the crucial importance of the
economics of cultural practice for Black British Jazz.
Performance is concerned with the practice of music-making in a wide sense, to
include not only matters of production and reception but also the ways in which the
skills of performance are taught and learnt. Live gigs, rehearsals, recording sessions
and workshops are all examined as part of the process of performance. The project
addresses the sounds of the Black Atlantic – its grooves, musical voices and
improvisations – as they find their form in contemporary Britain.
Outcomes of this project will include a film (in collaboration with Metal Dog
Productions), a short series of podcasts and a public concert.

Miriam Mallalieu, 'Response to Jim Carruth's poem
"The Season Turns" '(graphite, scored by turntable
stylus, and then partially re-stitched, with
photographic layer underneath)

'Orphy Robinson, one of this country's leading jazz musicians,
is a participant 'What is black British jazz?'
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The Beyond Text Student Community

Beyond Text Student Led Initiatives 2009-10

Collaborative Doctoral Awards
In the hands of the user: changing patterns of participation
and learning through the digital collections of the Royal
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of
Scotland
Doctoral Student:
Michela Clari, University of Edinburgh
Supervisors:
Dr Sian Bayne, University of Edinburgh
Rebecca Bailey, Head of Education and Outreach,
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monument
of Scotland

Conferences:
Rethinking Complicity and Resistance: the Relationship
between visual Arts and Politics
Rachele Ceccarelli, University of Aberdeen

How do we gaze at Art?
Jennifer Binnie (jmbb2@le.ac.uk)1,2, Sandra Dudley1, David Barry3, & Rodrigo Quian Quiroga2,
Department of Museum Studies1 and Department of Engineering2, University of Leicester, and The Art Fund3

Introduction
This study was run as a pilot within a PhD project
looking at Perception and Wellbeing. More specifically
this project is investigating how people experience art
within museums and how this may influence wellbeing
either in the short or long term.
How a viewer visually explores images displayed on a
computer was investigated within a lab setting.
Features of a piece of art which may be attended to
most, such as content, colour, shape, detail, and
texture, are likely to give an indication of preference or
of the viewer’s construction of meaning and
understanding of that image. Recognition of an image,
and knowledge of its socially perceived value, both
monetary and artistic, are also likely to be influential.
Participants were informed that some of the images
they would see were of famous artworks and while
others were not. Before each image the participant
would be shown a monetary value, which would either
be a true reflection of that piece of art or image’s
value or a false value. Using an eye-tracker, the
gazing pattern of subjects looking at photographs and
paintings of different artistic and material values was
recorded as well as the ratings assigned to each
image by the participant for like/disliking and artistic
value of the image.

Gaze Patterns:
gathering information from
fixation points

Overall dwell time and number
Block

Mean Dwell
Time (in ms)

Mean
Number of
Fixations

1

60087.8

1340.9

2

47147.9

952.2

3

40177.9

723.8

4

54416.4

589.3

5

35791.6

538.2

6

33163.4

484.1

of fixations for each image and
each block decreased over the
course of the experiment as has
been found in previous research
(Buswell, 1935, Yarbus, 1967).
Despite this, the length of fixations
increased, also as expected
(Buswell,1935), which indicates that
these areas contain the most useful
information.

Picturing the imaginary geography of the Great Western
Railway, 1903-39
Doctoral Student:
Matt Thompson, University of York
Supervisors:
Professor Colin Divall, Department of History,
University of York
Ed Bartholomew, Senior Curator, Conservation and
Collections Management, National Railway Museum

Participants – 12 (5f/7m)
Equipment – Eyelink eye-tracking system, 35mm lens
desktop fixed mode, LCD display screen, resolution of
1078 x 768 pixels.

•famous painting
Funded by:

•amateur photograph
•photoshopped photograph
Method – Participants asked to visually explore image
then rate for like/dislike and artistic value, both on a
scale of 0-5 (low to high respectively). At the end of
the study they were asked to say how the last image
made them feel, and if there was anything else they
would like to say.

Explaining Supernatural Nature: Mediations between Image,
Text and Object in the Middle Ages
Trish Stewart, University of St. Andrews

Bad Behaviour

in Medieval and Early Modern Europe
Keynote Speaker: Dr. Malcolm H. Jones

Perception and wellbeing: a cross-disciplinary approach to
experiencing art in the museum
Doctoral Student:
Jennifer Binnie, University of Leicester
Supervisors:
Dr Sandra Dudley, Leicester University
Professor Rodrigo Quian Quiroga, Leicester University
Sally Wrampling, Head of Public Affairs, The Art Fund
Texts and image, grammar and syntax in the analogue
and in blogs and social networks
Doctoral Student:
Anthony Ross, University of Glasgow
Supervisors:
Professor Michael Moss, Humanities Advanced Technology
and Information Institution, University of Glasgow
Iain Brown, Principal Curator, National Library of Scotland
The Material and Social Lifespans of Contemporary
Artworks
Doctoral Student:
Katrina Crear, Goldsmiths, University of London
Supervisors:
Dr Christopher Wright, Department of Anthropology,
Goldsmiths, University of London
Tom Hale, Artwork Director, White Cube, London
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Postgraduate Colloquium, Thursday, 3rd December, 2009

Mediated Memory: Of Monuments, Machines and Madeleines
Tony Ross, University of Glasgow

Further Examples of Gaze Patterns

Methodology

•similar image to FP

The University of Kent, Canterbury

Bad Behaviour in Medieval and Early Modern Europe
Diane Heath, University of Kent

Stimuli - 40 images shown in 6 blocks (3 blocks true
value, 3 false value) categorised as

British Poetry in Performance, 1960-2008
Doctoral Student:
Stephen Willey, Queen Mary, University of London
Supervisors:
Dr Andrea Brady, School of English and Drama,
Queen Mary, University of London
Stephen Cleary, Curator of Drama and Literature,
The British Library

Centre for Medieval & Early Modern Studies

(University of Sheffield, author of The Secret Middle Ages)

Performances:
10 PERFORMANCES
Danae Theodoridou, Roehampton University
Building Sound
Ella Finer, Roehampton University
Outside the Box: Practice, Participation
and Method in Live Electronic Music
Owen Green, City University London

Call for Papers

This is an AHRC funded, inter-disciplinary postgraduate colloquium, which
considers the broad spectrum of bad behaviour: from mischief and
misdemeanours, to transgression, criminality and violence. We invite proposals
for papers which will look beyond the received notion of good versus evil as
circumscribed by the Christian tradition. This will be an opportunity to look at
bad behaviour in all in its varied forms and situations. Rather than consider
how transgression was dealt with and controlled by society, the colloquium will
seek to make bad behaviour per se central to discussions.
Please send your 250 word abstract to bad-behaviour@kent.ac.uk by 30th September,
2009. Papers will be 20 minutes with 10 minutes for questions.
Organisers: Emma Rose Barber, Krista Bonello, Edina Eszenyi and Diane Heath.
Please see the MEMS website for full details: http://www.kent.ac.uk/mems/

Image from an anonymous early 16th century Flemish diptych by kind permission from Galerie Wittert, University of Liege

Publications:
Words from Other Worlds: Critical Perspectives on Imoinda
Marl'ene Edwin, Goldsmiths, University of London
Portfolio: an e-journal for postgraduate research in
visual arts and culture
Carla Cesare, University of Northumbria
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Beyond Text Student Led Initiatives
2010-11

Beyond Text: UK HEI institutions

Suze Adams, School of Creative Arts,
University of the West of England
Art, Landscape, Place: Interdisciplinary
Postgraduate Network

Bethan Stevens, School of English,
University of Sussex
Picture this: postcards and letters
beyond text

Bartlett School of Architecture,
University College London

University of East Anglia

Birkbeck, University of London

University of Edinburgh

City University, London

Victoria Bates, Centre for Medical
History, University of Exter
'From the Cradle to the Grave':
Reciprocity and Exchange in the Making
of Madicine and the Modern Arts

Rachel Wallis, Department of American
and Canadian Studies, University of
Nottingham
New Research Trajectories: Navigations
in city and online space

University of Exeter

Courtauld Institute of Art

University of Glasgow

Coventry University

University of Hull

Goldsmiths, University of London

University of Kent
University of Lancaster

Benedict Burbridge, Courtauld Institute
of Art
The Postgraduate Photography Research
Network

Helena Walsh, Department of Drama,
Queen Mary, University of London
Gobsmacked: Getting Speechless
in Performance

Institute of Education, University
of London

Rebecca Cremin, Department of
English, Royal Holloway, University of
London
Making and Unmaking text across
performance practices and theories

Jonathan Waterlow, Faculty of History,
University of Oxford
A practical introduction to Soviet archives

Leeds Metropolitan University
Manchester Metropolitan University
Northumbria University
Norwich University College of the Arts
Open University
Oxford Brooks University
Queen Mary, University of London

Isis Hjorth, Oxford Internet Institute,
University of Oxford
Remix Cinema: the collaborative making,
deconstruction and distribution of digital
artefacts

Queen’s University, Belfast
Royal Holloway University of London
School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London

Paul Lihoma, HATII, University of
Glasgow
Literacy in oral cultures: conflicts
compromises and complications
Fares Moussa, Department of
Archaeology, University of Edinburgh
(Re)constituting the Past: Music,
Archaeology and the Politics of
Representation
Fiona Noble, Department of Hispanic
Studies, University of Aberdeen
The Forgotten Voices of the Avant-Garde

King’s College London

University of East London

University of Leeds
University of Leicester
University of Liverpool
University of Nottingham
University of Oxford
University of Plymouth
University of Roehampton
University of Sheffield
University of St. Andrews
University of Sunderland
University of Sussex
University of Ulster

Slade School of Fine Art, University
College London

University of the West of England

Swansea Metropolitan University

University of Westminster

Tate

University of York

University of the West of Scotland

University College London
University of Aberdeen
University of Bangor
University of Bath
University of Dundee
Professor Evelyn Welch with some of the Beyond Text student community: Lock-Keeper’s cottage, QMUL,
July 2009.

Lisa Stead, Department of English,
University of Exeter
Interfaces: encounters beyond the page /
screen / stage
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Beyond Text partners

Archive & Research Centre
for Ethnomusicology, Delhi
(Duran large grant)
Art Fund (Dudley/Quian Quiroga/Binnie
CDA)
Amsterdam School for the Arts
(Leach network)
Asian Music Circuit Gallery
(Duran large grant)
BBC (Grainge network and Duran large
grant)
Barbican Centre (Brown network)
Black Swan Arts (O’Grady network)
Blast Theory (Foster small grant)

Festival Republic (O’Grady network)

Re-Dock Film Makers (Milne small grant)

Africa

Asia

Munich, Germany (Eastmond network)

Glasgow Museums (Basu large grant)

Royal College of Art (Cesare SLI)

Afghanistan (Duran large grant)

Munich, Germany (Gilbert workshop)

Goldsmiths College Gallery
(Hutnyk network, Duran large grant)

Royal Commission on the Ancient and
Historical Monuments of Scotland
(Bayne/Clari CDA)

Cape Town, South Africa
(Gilbert workshop)

Azerbaijan (Duran large grant)

Paris, France (Eastmond network)

Kolkata, India (Hutnyk network)

Paris, France (Gilbert workshop)

Istanbul, Turkey (Eastmond network)

The Hague (Isayev workshop)

Mali (Duran large grant)

Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Delhi,
Rajasthan, India (Duran large grant)

Sierra Leone (Basu large grant)

Middle East

Singapore (Hutnyk network)

Iraq (Isayev workshop)

Americas/Caribbean

Taiwan (Programme Director,
Beyond Text)

Israel (Isayev workshop)

Graeae Theatre Company
(Shah workshop)
Groupe d-Appui aux Programmes,
Bamako, Mali (Duran large grant)
Independent Dance (Leach network)

Rupiyan Sansthan, Jodhpur, India
(Duran large grant)
Sadler’s Wells (Leach network)
Sainsbury Centre for the Visual Arts
(Heslop large grant)

Intel, People and Practices Research
(Leach network)

SIL, Juba, Sudan (Ladd large grant)

Jazz Services (Toynbee large grant)

Siobhan Davies Dance (Leach network)

LDN:BRU (Hutnyk network)

Smithsonian National Museum of
Natural History (Heslop large grant)

Bodleian Library (Lilley small grant)

Leeds Archive of Vernacular Culture
(Burn large grant)

Border Crossings Theatre
(Gilbert workshop)

Loud Minority Productions Ltd
(Campbell small grant)

Brighton Museum & Art Gallery
(Basu large grant)

Merseyside Maritime Museum
(Milne small grant)

British Cartoon Archive (Heath SLI)

Migrant Media (Hutnyk network)

British Film Institute (Brown network)
British Library (Burn large grant)

National Centre for English Cultural
Tradition (Burn large grant)

British Library Sound Archive
(Brady/Willey CDA)

National Fairground Archive
(Brown network)

British Museum (Basu large grants)

National Library Scotland
(Moss/Ross CDA)

Canterbury Cathedral (Heath SLI)

International reach of the Beyond Text Programme

Society for Psychical Research
(Mays network)
Sound and Fury Theatre
(Nevola network)
Speed Queen Nightclub, Leeds
(O’Grady network)
Strange Company (Grainge workshop)

Khartoum and Juba, Sudan
(Ladd large grant)
Lagos, Nigeria (Basu large grant)

Amazonia (Heslop large grant)
Brazil (Heritage small grant)

Europe

Canada (Bankowski workshop)
Chicago, USA (Toynbee large grant)

Amsterdam, Netherlands
(Leach network)

Cuba (Duran large grant)

Brussels, Belgium (Hutnyk network)

Florida, USA (Bayliss network)

Berlin, Germany (Hutnyk network)

Ohio, USA (Leach network)

Cologne, Germany (Ladd large grant)

Seattle, USA (Wright/Crear CDA)

Copenhagen, Denmark
(Hutnyk network)

Toronto, Canada (Leach network)

Talbot Rice Art Gallery (Bankowski
workshop)

USA (Bankowski workshop; Eastmond
network; Gilbert network; Grainge
workshop)

Tate (Dipple network, Nevola network,
Campbell small grant)

Venezuela (Duran large grant)

The Forsythe Company (Leach network)

Washington DC, USA
(Heslop large grant)

Florence and Siena, Italy
(Nevola network)

U-soap media (Grainge workshop)

CASSIEL (Leach network)

National Museum of Sudan
(Ladd large grant)

Vague nightclub, Leeds
(O’Grady network)

Gothenburg and Stockholm, Sweden
(Hutnyk network)

Children’s Laureate, Michael Rosen
(Burn large grants)

National Railway Museum
(Divall/Thompson CDA)

Wayne McGregor/Random Dance
(Leach network)

Clandestino Music Festival
(Hutnyk network)

Nintendo UK (Burn large grant)

White Cube Gallery
(Wright & Crear CDA)

Commission for Architecture and Built
Environment (Nevola network)

Nottingham Silent Film Festival
(Brown network)

Diverse City, London (Shah workshop)

October Gallery (Duran large grant)

Dune Music (Toynbee large grant)

Osmani Primary School, London
(Campbell small grant)
Oxford City Council (Nevola network)

Faceless Company (O’Grady network)

Red Bee Media (Grainge workshop)
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Papua New Guinea (Heslop large grant)

Europe – country tbc
(O’Grady small grant)

Ghent, Belgium (Nevola network)

Emio Greco Dance Company
(Leach network)

Fiji (Heslop large grant)

EU (Foster small grant)

Urban Angels Circus (O’Grady network)

Nottingham Playhouse (Shah workshop)

Australia (Gilbert workshop)

Dresden, Germany (Leach network)

National Museum of Sierra Leone
(Basu large grant)

Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching
(Bankowski workshop)

Oceania

Madrid, Spain (Nevola network)
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Who’s who in the
Beyond Text Programme

At Queen Mary, University of London
Beyond Text Programme Director: Professor Evelyn Welch
Beyond Text Programme Coordinator: Ruth Hogarth
Steering Committee
Professor John Rink (Chair), University of Cambridge
Professor Peter Austin, SOAS
Dame Lynne Brindley, British Library
Professor Theresa Buckland, de Montfort University
Mark Jacobs, BBC
Professor Mark Meadow, University of California
Caroline Norbury, South West Screen
Phil Stenton, Pervasive Media Studios
Professor Calvin Taylor, University of Leeds
Professor Helen Weinstein, University of York
Commissioning Panel
Professor Jonathan Stock (Chair), University of Sheffield
Dr Jane Bacon, University of Nottingham
Dr Sharon Baurley, Central Saint Martins
Professor Joanna Bornat, Open University
Dr Christopher Breward, Victoria and Albert Museum
Mark Jacobs, BBC
Professor Stephen Matthews, Oxford Brooks University
Professor Tom Rodden, Nottingham University
Professor Sue Thornham, University of Sussex
Professor Carol-Anne Upton, University of Ulster
Professor Toshio Watanabe, Chelsea School of Art
Professor Helen Weinstein, University of York
For the AHRC
Strategy and Development Manager: Lucy Parnall
Programmes Coordinator: Susanne Hart
For contact details please see the Beyond Text website: www.beyondtext.ac.uk

